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Abstract: Last few decades the development literature has emphasized the important role of social groups and 

communities to solve a wide range of economic problems that neither the market nor the State can effectively 

tackle (Baland and Platteau, 1995). These problems include the production of local public goods, the 

internalization ecological externalities, the insurance of poor people against various kinds of risk and 

uncertainty through the locally-evolved community arrangements and self-provisioning village economies. But 

the conventional models and the current development strategies which are based on the open access models of 

'tragedy of the commons' overemphasize the solutions of privatization and State control at the expense of 

locally-evolved institutions and self-governance. 

The evidence from the study suggests that the locally-evolved customary practices and a much more 

elaborated CP institutions are very much present in India and in much of the south-east Asia and even western 

village societies. This evidence very much refute the theoretical assumptions of prevailing models of 

development that overemphasize the privatization or state control as a management solution. Further, such state 

intervention with total disregard to the traditional CP institutions, only contributed to the impoverishment of 

village economies.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Increasingly during the last decades, the development literature has emphasized the important role of 

social groups and communities to solve a wide range of economic problems that neither the market nor the State 

can effectively tackle (Baland and Platteau, 1995). These problems include the production of local public goods, 

the internalization ecological externalities, the insurance of poor people against various kinds of risk and 

uncertainty through the locally-evolved community arrangements. This new approach calls for the emergence of 

fresh social institutions to be called 'participatory development' or 'planning with people'. Peoples' management 

of local resources, therefore, is a new socio-economic paradigm shift for a sustained development and growth at 

the grassroots level. But, the current approaches which are based on the open access models of 'tragedy of the 

commons' ignore the CP institutions and exaggerate the solutions of privatization and State control at the 

expense of local level management and self-provisioning economies. 

Significance of the study 

Keeping in view the context defined above, he major aims of this study is to evaluate the village-

specific common property (CP) institutions and its management systems. In this study an attempt is made to 

examine the traditional institutional arrangements and the role of the village community or formal Panchayat to 

manage the local CPRs and the possible alternatives that result in the user-group collective action in protecting 

the communal resources and their maintenance over the years. To appraise the present use-systems, the CP 

institutions and customary practices that existed in the past and their present form are also reviewed. Besides, it 

attempts to redress the balance between two extreme forms of privatization or state regulation by inviting 

resource managers and development experts to integrate local level management in the common property 

resource (CPRs) management framework. 

Objectives 

I. To examine the perspectives of collective action theories and the state of the knowledge on the locally-

evolved CP systems in general. 

II. To specifically examine the evolution of traditional CP systems in a historical perspective and to 

discuss the present status of village-level CP institutions with reference to the study region. 
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Hypotheses 

I. The time-tested traditional CP and / or community-specific codes of conduct is an enduring solution to 

manage village-specific CP as compared to those of more coercive enforcement or complex scheme of 

selective inducements and punishments as postulated by collective action theories.           

II. The less the government or state machinery penetrate into the fragile rural localities and higher the 

State tolerance of locally-based authorities, the better the chances of preserving locally-evolved 

traditional CP institutions and achieving the much needed inclusive governance and holistic 

development at the grass-roots level.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
The study is based on both primary and secondary sources of data and a thorough review of the 

theoretical discussions and the relevant empirical works. The data collected during the period 2015-16 and 

draws heavily on the earlier field studies. Much of the information on village level land-use and CPRs has been 

gathered from Revenue Records at the District and Mandala levels and pertains to pre and post-Independence 

covering nearly 100 years. For the purpose of the study a sample of four villages – two tribal and two agrarian – 

was selected, apart from collecting data for the region in general. The villages represent diverse socio-economic 

and resource use systems in a district in Northern Andhra Pradesh, India. The other major criterion for selecting 

the sample villages was the nature and extent of CP institutions in the study region. In the dry plains CP 

institutions are less in extent than those in mountainous tribal regions, but more fully integrated into the 

agricultural production systems and local institutional aspects than those in other areas. In the mountainous 

tribal regions, the production organization is more akin to the communal mode and local people heavily depend 

on CPRs as a source of livelihood. The selected villages – two agrarian and two tribal were also characterized 

by differences in other features such as the extent of irrigation and the presence of differentiated caste system in 

the agrarian and absence of it in the tribal.  

CPRs in Study Area 

The CPRs in the study region are primarily smaller grazing areas, communal forests, and groves, 

irrigation systems, tank-bred fisheries, community ponds, streams, rivers etc. It is in these relatively small-scale 

CPR situations where the processes of community-evolved arrangements and self-governance are easier to study 

than in many others.  

To ensure representation of the different type of households in the sample a preliminary census survey 

of all the households was undertaken to obtain particulars with regard to landholdings, caste and occupation. 

Then the final choice of the sample households was made on the basis of systematic proportionate sampling 

with a sample fraction of about 25 per cent of the households for each of the selected villages separately. Within 

each land-size category an element of purposiveness is introduced by selecting households from all castes, to 

give proper representation to all communities since some communities – like fishermen, toddy-tapers, basket 

weavers, potters, food-gathering communities and so on – are having exclusive user rights or traditional 

attachment to some types of CPRs.  

In addition to the formal survey of the households with the help of a questionnaire, other methods such 

as group discussions, case histories, physical observations were employed. In obtaining the information on the 

access, use and institutional arrangements relating to CPRs in the past and present, informal discussions were 

useful. In each village along with the village officers, some elderly persons were informally interviewed. 

Since most of the data related to both qualitative and quantitative information on the current and 

historical situation of CPRs at micro-level, they were initially gathered using a mix of unconventional methods 

rather than administering the structured questionnaire. The current status of CPRs was made on the basis of the 

information available in the village land and forest records.  

However to understand the qualitative deterioration of CPRs, there are no records available which 

made it necessary to resort to some unconventional methods. These methods include (i) use of nomenclatures 

and physical locations of various CPRs as source of past information and (ii) initially anecdotal and 

subsequently recollection-based information from the elderly people in the villages. Given the qualitative and 

quantitative information, processing of the data also involved examining the information and its amenability for 

tabulation for specific purposes depending on the requirement and its relevance. As a result, most of the 

information relating to qualitative and institutional aspects figures only in the form of descriptive analysis. 

Alternative View-points and Approaches to Management of Common Property 

In this section, an attempt is made to validate common property by examining various view points and 

alternative approaches to management of CPRs. Before evaluating the conditions for successful management of 

CP and some empirical studies along these lines, it is essential to examine prevalent approaches to CP in some 

detail and the real situations of village economy. 

The Three Influential Models 

Most of the theorists of property rights and collective action are pessimistic about the possibilities of 

village people getting organized to benefit from the CPRs. Because many of these models (of 'open access’) 
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place their emphasis on global or larger context of CPRs (like ocean whaling, underground oil extraction 

representing larger groups and scattered communities) rather than local CPR proper (the resources that are vital 

to the village communities representing small and identified groups) and thus identified CPRs with 'open access' 

resources. These views have led to far reaching attempts for institutional change in the management of CPRs. 

But the pessimism of collective action theorists is ill-founded and their proposals of both privatization and state 

control are exaggerating in their claims, as empirical evidence show. 

The model are: (a) Prisoners' Dilemma model of Game Theoretic Approach (b) Garret Hardin's 

'Tragedy of the Commons' (c) Mancur Olson's 'Logic of Collective Action'. 

a) Game Theoretic Approach: Prisoners' Dilemma Model 

Many CPR problems have been formulated and analyzed as a N-Person Commons Dilemma Game and 

a Prisoners' Dilemma (PD) game. Since the decision facing the CP users is similar to the decision confronting 

each prisoner in PD game situation, an attempt is made in this section to evaluate PD game approach.1 It would 

be worth presenting the prisoners' dilemma game here because it shows well the different equilibrium notions 

and also because there are other important problems in the field of resource management. 

The conventional PD model has been described as follows. Two persons accused of jointly committed 

a crime and are taken into custody and imprisoned in separate cells. They are separated and no information can 

pass between them, so this is a non-cooperative game. They are separately interrogated about the crime they 

committed and told that each of them has two alternatives: to confess to the crime and not to confess. If one 

stays silent while the other confesses, the first will receive longer prison sentence. Each person can choose only 

once, i.e. if one person chooses to remain silent while the second confesses the first cannot confess upon 

learning of his sentence. 

The prisoners are not expected to communicate with each other so they are not aware of each other’s 

choice. If we denote 'number of years' under all the four possible outcomes with negative signs to reflect dis-

utilities, this conflict of interest situation can be presented as in Table 1 below. 

Going by the reason, their joint interest is for both not to confess (i.e. for them to cooperate with each 

other). But the outcome is that both the prisoners confess (i.e. both 'defect' attracting -10, -10 each) resulting in 

typical non-cooperative PD outcome. 

Table1: A typical Structure of a Prisoners Dilemma Game 

Prisoner - II 

Confess                  Don’t confess 

Confess          -10, -10                  0, -12 

Prisoner- I                       Second best result         Worst result for I; 

Best result for II 

Don’t confess     -12, 0                   -1, -1 

Best result for I;          Third best result 

Worst result for II         for both 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

From the point of view of either one of them, staying silent while the other confesses would give the 

worst outcome and confessing at least ensures that the confessor will go free if the other stays silent. In this 

single period game the choice of best strategy is made regardless of the expected choice of the other player, and 

that is what creates the dilemma. Confessing in other words is the 'dominant' phenomenon. 

To hold the situation as a prisoners' dilemma, two assumptions must be fulfilled- (a) players choose in 

ignorance of the each other’s choices (b) each player chooses only once before the pay-offs (outcome) and so 

cannot change his mind upon finding out what the other has done. Since the first assumption rules out any 

possible cooperation among the players to change the rules of the game, the change in rules must come, if at all, 

from outside the group. On other hand, if the players in a prisoners' dilemma know that the game will be played 

repeatedly into the future, the chances of their cooperation today in the hope that others will do so are much 

higher than where the game is played only once (Wade, R 1987). 

Moreover, in village settings it is quite possible that knowledge of the choices of others is easy to 

access and allows the players to change their own choices before the pay-off, then the rational strategy is one of 

'conditional cooperation' which is in sharp contrast to the dominant strategy of the model, i.e. to 'defect'. Further, 

if we go by the field observations that CPR users are able to negotiate changes in the rules among themselves, 

including those of penalties of violating consensus which in turn give rise to more of a cooperation rather than 

the 'free rider problem’ as postulated by the PD. 

b) The Tragedy of the Commons 

Since Garret Hardin's challenging article in Science (1968), the expression ‘the tragedy of the 

commons’ has come to symbolize the degradation of the environment whenever many individuals use a scarce 

resource in common.2 The problem associated with Hardin more or less shares the same assumptions 

underlying Prisoners’ Dilemma model. So Hardin does not distinguish between commons where the resource is 
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crucial to the user-group and those where it is not. In consequence the problem of misuse of resource is 

attributed to the institution of CP itself. 

To describe the logical structure if his model, Hardin asks the reader visualize a pasture ‘open to all’. 

He then examines the structure of this situation from the point of view of a rational herder. Each herder receives 

a direct benefit from his own animals and suffers delayed costs from the deterioration of the commons when his 

and others' cattle overgraze the pasture. Then each herder is motivated to add more and more animals and bear 

only a share of the externalities resulting from overuse. Hardin concludes: ‘Therein is the tragedy. Each man is 

locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit- in a world that is limited. Ruin is the 

destination towards which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the 

freedom of the commons. (Hardin, 1968, pp.1244).’ 

He finds the only viable solution is mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon, by which restrained access 

can be enforced, preferably by the state. As in the case of Prisoners' Dilemma, Hardin assumes that each herder 

has no information about the current state of the grazing commons and its nearness to the point of collapse. With 

the consequence he as well as all others contributes to commons’ collapse and lose all. But considering the case 

of South-east Asia and South India, we have very few instances where this conjecture fits in to the reality. 

Indeed, it is precisely the role of village level conventions including CP institutions that underpin the 

community-level collective action in the face of local resource constraints and possible subsistence loss. 

Moreover, Hardin by assuming ‘a pasture open to all' unfortunately generalizes the obvious results for 

no property to that of CP proper as well. Negating this, Wade's findings and the present work suggest that 

peasant cases of successful CPR management all involve CP rather than no property (Wade, R 1988). 

c) The Logic of Collective Action 

A closely related view of the difficulty of getting individuals organized to pursue their collective 

welfare, as contrasted to the individual benefit was developed by Moncur Olson in the Logic of Collective 

Action (1971). 

Olson, like many other theorists who argue that CPRs found to be depleted without effective state 

regulation, says that ‘unless there is coercion or some other special device to make individuals act in their 

common interest, rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests.’ 

(Olson, 1971. pp.2). Further he does not define the specific context of such setting, but largely referring to 

scattered and relatively larger groups as compared to those of well acquainted and largely cohesive village 

communities.      

As implied in the above proposition, the theory says that voluntary collective action will not produce 

public goods, and collective action based on selective positive or negative incentives may produce public goods. 

In the absence of these selective punishments or inducements, individuals will free ride, and the public good - or 

community-level collective effort - will not be supplied or under-supplied.  

But Wade claims that interest groups in peasant communities in all likelihood fall in relatively small 

groups rather than in large and scattered ones (Wade, R 1987). In that case, the implication is that Olson's 

propositions do not apply to the conditions of peasant village economies that we mostly experience.  

Empirically, Wade's findings and the present work will negate the spirit of Olson's argument. Wade’s 

and the present one found that the main factor explaining the presence or absence of collective organization in 

these villages is the net collective benefit of such an effort. And such informal CP institutions are entirely 

independent of state or voluntary agencies and independent of any such selective inducements or punishments 

from outside. These studies confirm the evidence of numerous instances where village communities or CP user-

groups have themselves made time-honored rules and regulations, monitored the conditions of the commons, 

kept track of cheating and punished the guilty.3 

As CPRs are based on a set of accepted social norms and rules, they provide assurance to the followers 

that the resources on which all users collectively depend will be available on a sustainable basis. The same 

assurance could not be provided by the adoption of private property rights or state control since the 

consequences of productivity, sustainability and equity would be different in these situations (Berkes, Fikret ed. 

1989). 

 

III. CONDITIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION AND CP MANAGEMENT 
Common Property Institutions and Village-specific conditions in Study region 

Common Property Resource Institutions Proper Explained:   

The absence of exclusive rights of private property in communal resources usually implies that the 

customary rules and social control by the community play an important role in the allocation and the use of 

these traditional institutions. Also, it means that no single owner can claim exclusive property in those assets nor 

use them at discretion in whatever way he or she likes. Hence, the user does not have the rights of usus, fructus 

and abuses typical of the Western concept of private property (Platteau, J. Ph 1988). 
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Therefore, it is first of all essential to dispel the general impression that CPRs are the resources 

accessible to the entire village community and no individual has exclusive use-rights to them (Jodha, 1986). 

Though there are no exclusive private rights, there are certain villages CPRs that are used exclusively by a sub-

group of the village community. The 'user' may constitute a collectivity i.e. a whole village community or a 

group with a common interest. This may exclude others who are not members of the group from using such 

CPRs. The exclusive use of such CPRs may be on account of the traditional attachment of the user-group or 

customarily no other group lays claim on the use of the resource. For instance, a specific user-group like 

fishermen can have exclusive use of the local tanks and water sources for fishing. The same water sources may 

have several other ‘common’ uses like irrigation, drinking water, cleaning, tank silt collection, washing and so 

on involving the entire village community as users or user groups with rights specific to each use. If the interests 

of a specific group to use a particular CPR have to be carried out in harmony with the other interest groups and 

no problem of 'free rider' within the group, then the resource use should be on the basis of equality and 

sustainability. 

Secondly, as far as the ownership rights are concerned, it does not matter whether the CPR in question 

is with the village Panchayat (local self-government body of the Panchayati Raj system in India) or local 

community or any other State agency when the resource is accessible to the local people even if it involves user-

charges, as in the case of specific CPR-based activities like tank-irrigation, toddy-tapping and fishing. Further, 

such an access is exclusive in the sense that the identified community has an access to it and not others. The user 

groups have direct interest in the maintenance of the resource as a whole, but each group may have a specific 

function. Part of the management of these resources also involves codes of sharing the benefits and 

responsibilities for sustaining the resource. These functions of management are performed through institutions 

which have evolved by convention or formal or informal agreements (Nadkarni, M. V. 1989). Thus, the 

resources involved in CP systems may be communal property or those which, although not legally owned by the 

community, are managed in accordance with community-based norms and rules. 

Traditional CP Institutional Arrangements in the Study Region 

The State and Village Communities in a Historical Perspective 

i) Village Communities and CP in the Pre-Independence Period 

The Nizam government took over the administration of the present Telangana region (Northern Andhra 

Pradesh) in the later part of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, until 1949 when Hyderabad State 

was absorbed by Independent India. In general, the land tenure in the region was freehold (ryotwari). However, 

the district from which the sample villages were selected was dominated by the watandari and jagirdari tenurial 

systems of landownership till 1948. Under these systems land was owned by the powerful while the landless and 

agricultural labor depend as tenants or wage laborers for their subsistence. Further, villages tended to consist of 

a small number of landlords and a great mass of people who depended on both wage laboring and paddy 

cultivation, the latter being to a greater extent dependent on the former. While state 'administration' basically 

was concentrated in the principle towns, local powers were vested with those who dominated the lands and labor 

and their political influence was immense within localities. 

When the alien rule established the village was already institutionalized as the basic economic unit, in 

the sense that all its fields were worked under the direction of and almost exclusively with labor of its residents, 

and most income rights from the lands were restricted to persons of the settlement (Stein, B 1980). The village 

community had also been treated as basic political unit in a wider structure of rule. In spite of constant 

succession of wars and skirmishes between small feuding states and frequent unification, the existing 

institutional structure at the village level continued.  

The study village, Nagaram is the clear reflection of the then prevailing agrarian relations in the region. 

The village consisted of two big zamindars, one the brother of ex-patwari (ex-village officer) and the other an 

ex-taluqdar (ex-village tax collector) of Warangal, while the majority of the households depended on wage 

labor, petty cultivation and artisanal activities. Between the two big landlords, the small cultivator and Bhagelas 

(bonded labor), find no elbow room for their cattle to graze and they were forced to pay the price in the form of 

labor to make use of lands under the control of the feudal lords.3  The excesses like eviction of tenants, 

excessive renting, subjecting of bhagelas4  to bonded labor, illegal or forceful occupation of lands of actual 

owners5 and above all collection of various illegal fees and extraction of vetti or unpaid labor from all sections 

of local people, were the basic feature of the agrarian relations during the pre-Independence period. Further, 

patels and patwaris with their official and landowning position indulge in different excesses like collection of 

excess amount of land revenue, insisting on bribes for the entry of cultivation and land revenue payment details 

in land records, improper and fraudulent practices in conduct of land auctions and distribution of loani lands.6 

Thus, almost every household in the village community right from the average cultivator down to an artisan, 

was effected by the system either in the payment of land revenue, recording of land rights, claiming of 

talatmal(land tax remission)7 and taccavi(government loans)8 or to use the uncultivated lands to meet their bio-

mass needs (Iyengar, Kesava 1931).  
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Though the village commons like irrigation tanks and grazing fields preserved and maintained through 

various kinds of controls, but the relations that existed between the owner of the land and the actual cultivators 

to a greater extent affected the agricultural production and distribution which further aggravated the already 

insufficient earnings and living standards of the local people. Therefore, one may justifiably argue that the price 

paid by asset-less households to guarantee their livelihood by entering into patronage relations was too high a 

burden on them. Besides, this also to a considerable extent undermined the productive forces by inefficiently 

using the land, water and locally-available labor. On the other hand, it was mainly the big landowners who 

benefited from growing monetization of local economy as the close by urban market centers became more 

closely integrated into the larger mainstream economy. 

From the point of view of the political institutions before Independence, there are two important points. 

First, the village community was taken as a single unit in the overall structure of government. Second, the 

colonial government's ability to directly intervene was to a larger extent limited. However, in the absence of 

effective supervision or social controls coupled with the local power structure and its relation to the State, the 

production relations were largely unfair. As long as the revenue flowed out of the village localities and order 

was maintained, the colonial government left its representatives alone, for it had no other option. As 

Weshbrook. D (1975) observed, 'indigenous non-official powers, by one means or another absorbed and 

controlled the functions of the state in the localities'. 

ii) Village Communities and CP in the Post-Independence Period 

In spite of Independence in 1947, the local institutional structure has continued with its legacy of alien 

rule. Ten years after Independence, India launched a new system, viz., Panchayat Raj, to create a new hierarchy 

for carrying out developmental tasks and for increasing people's participation in the development process. 

Though Panchayat Raj institutions with the Gram Panchayat at the village level introduced and there were two 

phases of land reforms in the subsequent period, the ‘land lordism’ has been a continuing phenomenon in the 

rural areas of the Telangana region. 

Most of the institutional arrangements to maintain village commons either weakened or have been 

absorbed in the present system of village panchayat. And virtually, there is hardly any institution if community 

regulation of grazing commons and irrigation tanks that were in the earlier period. With the increasing 

curtailments on the ownership of vast areas of land by the legislations like Land Ceiling Acts, the land that were 

accessible to the local people, either transferred on benami(impersonate) names or faced outright privatization 

by the local landlords. And the maintenance and the control of tanks were transferred froth zamindars(land 

lords) to the Government.9 However, the reduced extent of the community lands after illegal occupations that 

still remained with the revenue and forest departments did provide a kind of open access, but the traditional 

system of rules and regulations governing CPRs ceased to a greater exist. 

As per the statutes, indeed, it is the responsibility of the village panchayat to ensure the proper 

regulations of common land by imposing grazing fees on the CPR users. But in actual practice, except in certain 

cases, the panchayat does not do so due to various reasons such as dependence on government for resources, 

political factions and groupism within the village that adversely affected the community cohesion and attitudes 

of the people. Further, in later years the village panchayat has become virtually defunct with no proper elections 

in accordance with the existing statutes.10 Under these circumstances one can hardly expect them to take an 

initiative to maintain the village CPRs, on a sustainable basis, a task requiring community participation and its 

unstinting cooperation. 

Traditional Common Property Institutions and Evidence from the Study Region: A Discussion 

i) Most of the specialized studies, mainly the social anthropological, describe the traditional village 

societies as a key institution, characterized by a variety of social arrangements designed to insure 

village members against a subsistence crisis and uncertainty. These arrangements include CP 

institutions, labor exchanges, and rent reductions at times of crop failure (talatmal) and gifts by patrons 

at the birth of a child or the death of a farmer, rights of poor to glean for grain and graze on the private 

farm fields - which are very much prevalent in this study region. Economist Hayami (1980) identifies a 

village not only as a basic unit of rural life in Asia but also ‘a community which mobilizes collective 

actions to supply public goods essential for the security and survival of community members’. The 

village mobilizes labor and other resources collectively to construct and maintain social overhead 

capital such as roads and irrigation systems. Moreover, it stipulates and enforces rules and regulations 

to coordinate and reduce conflicts on the use of the resources among members. However, under the 

impact of rapid population growth, state policies, and increased commercialization of agriculture, these 

traditional CP arrangements faced considerable decline. 

ii) In the agrarian villages, most of the traditional institutions are still in existence, but their functions are 

either discouraged or diverted to other form of activities. This is mainly on account of the State 

takeover of the local resources from the community management and control and the administrative 

machinery proved to be far removed from the local-level concerns. For the general administration, the 

village had its own regular village staff who were usually local landlords or hereditary village servants. 
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They comprised the Malipatel for revenue collection and Police Patel for the enforcement of law, the 

Patwari for keeping and maintaining Pahani Patrak (land records) and Faisal Patti (revenue records). 

Other traditional institutions includes sethsindhi, a man of low caste as village watchman, neeredi to 

look after irrigation to the village cultivated fields and a dhed, a man of low caste employed as village 

messenger or cryer.11 These institutions were patronized by the zamindars, village peddamanshulu 

(council of elders) along with the panchayat members. This management was entirely based on 

traditional caste-based occupational structure and customary practices of the villagers, and the relation 

between peasants and other communities within the village. 

In the administration and maintenance of these institutions, the system of Inams or gifts 

played an important role.12 It is evident from the village land records and field study that the various 

kinds of inams, which provided the resource base to various CP institutions and artisanal communities, 

helped in maintaining the existing arrangements and structure in the village societies. They include 

neereti inam (land given to the persons looking after community irrigation), deval inam (land 

earmarked for the temple and its maintenance) chauta inam or the land with only one-fourth of the 

original assessment (land given to the village artisans like potters, blacksmiths, carpenters, barbers, 

etc.) and sethbiddi inam (land allotted to the village servants). Presently, the institutions like sethsindhi, 

tallari and neereti are still in the existence in the village but their functions are to certain extent diverted 

to the needs of elected panchayat and some of these CP institutions are already being absorbed into it. 

However, apart from the remuneration from government, they are paid for their services on every 

harvest season by the village community, the only support sustaining the informal arrangements in the 

villages. For example, in one of the study villages Ramanujapuram, where these institutions are not 

being patronized, the arrangements are virtually on the brink of collapse. 

iii) Considering the traditional CP institutions, one of the major issues raised in the process has been the 

need to explain the phenomenon of 'scattering' of peasant land holding into a number of separate 

parcels of land, over and above the division implied by the need for crop rotation (Qquiggin, J 1988). 

There are arguments that spatial diversification of farm plots is a closer substitute for crop insurance 

than other informal means of risk adjustment (Jodha and Mascarenhas, 1985). 

An understanding of village societies in the study region shows that there is a close link 

between the possibility of holding a diversified portfolio of land locations and CP institutions. First, 

there is a need to overcome complex problems created by production externalities, like those arising 

from the fact that most of the grazing lands (seasonal CPRs) are the crop lands after harvest. Secondly, 

institutionalization of informal CP institutions appears to be an effective mechanism of social security 

in the past and their continuation even today (Platteau, J. Ph 1988). 

Let us take the institutions of grazing fields and the common herdsman in the agrarian 

villages. The village community has come to an informal understanding as to where the cattle should 

be grazed and on the pattern and timing of rotation, depending on the agricultural operations. They also 

employ a herdsman to take the cattle to and from the grazing fields. Moreover, the community through 

'informal courts' or ‘peddamanshulu' (council of elders) made rules and norms controlling the 

movement of cattle and penalizing the guilty. Thus, from the point of view of a farmer with scattered 

parcel of land, it would clearly be cheaper in terms of transaction costs to have only one institution 

responsible for crop protection rather than have independent arrangements in each or some of the 

various places in which his land happen to be located. With reference to the other institutions like 

common irrigator (neereti), the same point applies. 

Therefore, the CP institutional arrangements and their adaptations are more in tune with the 

possibility of pervasive production externalities – that persists in the study region very much, both in 

agrarian plans and hilly tribal localities – and to prevent the emergence of genuine private property 

rights and market transactions in such crucial productive resources like land and water (Platteau, J. Ph 

1988). Indeed, as compared to agrarian plains this is more in consonance with the clan-based tribal 

villages, where such CP institutions were under strong communal control which allows for flexibility in 

the access to productive resources according to the subsistence needs of households within the 

community. 

iv) The variety of rules governing the community-based arrangements are large and the particular solutions 

adopted by a given society are partly determined by historical circumstances - including the history of 

class or caste relations - and partly by environmental factors – natural constraints, population density, 

characteristics of production risks, available technology and so on(Platteau, J. Ph 1988). In the agrarian 

village communities, despite the rights of the local people being curtailed by the local landlords and 

given the near open access CP situation, still the poorer households especially the destitute and low 

caste communities maintain access to the private fields in the form of gleaning, grazing and firewood 

collection, the traditional rights of local communities as a matter of customary practice. Hence for these 

social groups the private cultivated lands remain a CP proper essentially. 
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Till Independence, or even as recently as early 1980s, most of the lands of the local feudal 

lords were accessible to the local communities for their day-to-day requirements like firewood fodder 

and other raw materials for housing and agricultural operations through various kinds of sanctions of 

which forced or compulsory contribution of free labor was predominant practice. Further, there were 

no encroachments on government or common lands and no violation of existing system of controlled 

access due to stiffer penalties and fear of customary norms, which derive from the wider order of caste 

and property rights within the localities. On the other hand, the distribution of cultivated land was 

highly iniquitous, the tenant was not protected and people were forced to work on the fields of the 

landlords, which was negative side of the community management system in the village.13 

v) In many traditional village communities, guaranteed access to vital resources, particularly land for 

every household within the community is the main method through which people are protected against 

the risk and uncertainty. It is more pertinent in the case of tribal villages wherein, though the land is 

formally held under individual title deeds, it is subject to strong communal regulation. It is, with the 

consent of the community elders or council of elders that the tribesmen and women clear the forest and 

the land is allotted to each household according to their ability (in terms of labor) and more importantly 

each according to the household needs. 

Moreover, the tribal communities maintain certain norms and restrictions which are much 

more elaborate, with regard to the extraction of flora and fauna surrounding their settlements and arable 

plots. In a more general way, customary rules and institutional arrangements regulate all important 

rights and duties of landholdings such as possession, inheritance, transfer, mortgage, size of operation, 

access to water, wood, land or pasture use and so on. These patterns of community control are found 

almost universally in the aboriginal tribal societies mostly in the remote and preserved localities 

(Platteau, J. Ph 1988). 

vi) Assured access of poor households to vital resources or to work opportunities under share contracts of 

rent or labor constitute yet another source of insuring them against environmental and other risks. The 

most typical institutional arrangements involved is a highly personalized, multifaceted and enduring 

relationships such as the patronage, kinship and friendship (Agarwal, B 1990). An interesting example 

of patronage is provided by the traditional jajmani caste system in India and variations therein all over 

the country, of labor and service relations between the upper caste landlord patron and their clients 

including share croppers, agricultural labor, household servants and service castes such as priests, 

artisans, barbers, scavengers, etc. These arrangements involved a set of reciprocal (though 

asymmetrical) obligations between patrons and clients. On the side of the clients was the obligation to 

provide labor, rent or service depending on the requirement. On the other side of the patron was the 

obligation to provide fixed payment in kind or cash, annually or semi-annually, and to honor a variety 

of rights such as gifts on ceremonial or festive occasions, to a house site, to collect weeds and leaves 

from the standing crops, to glean the fields for grain after a harvest, to collect free dung, etc., and in 

general to a right to assistance such as in the farm of interest-free loans during periods of hardships 

(Agarwal, B 1990). Generally, these arrangements are fairly stable.  

More importantly, the interdependency between the peasants and other caste groups has led to 

exploitation of local resources in a sustainable way without any conflict. In this way each community is 

bound to and in certain terms had a right to exploit that particular resource in an orderly fashion. For 

instance, fuel wood, village palm and other tree groves and water resources are independently exploited 

by each caste group as a customary practice. The exploitation of these communal resources in turn led 

to mutual relations with other occupational groups. Toddy tappers tapping toddy from palm trees 

developed mutual exchange relations with farming community who are the owners of the trees. The 

case is similar between shepherds and peasant communities and so on. Thus, there is enough scope in 

the traditional setting where all caste groups maintained mutual cooperation, in consequence mutual 

restraint and collectively benefited from CP institutions. Some of these social security arrangements are 

very much in practice in the study region. 

vii) Any form of collective action, including risk-pooling or mutual insurance arrangement have more 

chances to emerge and to be maintained successfully when the risks are low within a highly integrated 

social group of limited size (Platteau, J. Ph 1988). They often take the form of cooperative labor 

exchange arrangements. The obligation of every member is then to come to the rescue of any fellow 

member who has fallen into distress or facing unforeseen contingencies. The informal understanding is 

that labor provided does not give rise to any formal or immediate payment or economic return, but 

certainly involves an obligation of reciprocal help when today's helpers run into unforeseen 

circumstances at a future time (Platteau, J. Ph 1988). These arrangements, however, are more intense 

among Koyas of tribal villages than in the agrarian plains. This practice is widespread cutting across 

several clan-based tribal groups, whereas, in the case of agrarian villages it is confined to a limited 
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number of households among certain caste groups, usually from lower rung in the caste and class 

hierarchy. 

In the case of tribal villages, clan-based groups extend help for agricultural operations and 

there are various labor exchange arrangements. As the manual labor is an important agrarian input in 

tribal subsistence farming, the practice of exchange labor to a greater extent reduce the input costs and 

increase the farm productivity and yield. In agrarian villages, these traditional practices are basically 

segmented on caste lines among small and tiny landowners, and often it is easier for these poor 

households to depend upon help from the richer households of their own caste than from outside. 

Besides, these caste groups are able to arrange themselves with the exchange of agricultural 

implements, livestock and financial help during crop-season and other contingencies. 

viii) As we have seen above that agrarian villages are characterized by a rapacious nature of production 

relations. However, the livelihoods of the weaker sections and other caste-based services groups are 

often protected by the very social norms that have been imposed on the land use rights of big land 

owning households. For example, traditionally poorer households are allowed to cultivate rabi crop 

(winter crop) in the foreshores of tank beds (then, a private property). The private landowners are not 

entitled to oust poor households working on their tank beds unless exceptional circumstances arises 

before the customary authorities and norms are followed to settle the problem. 

On the contrary, the agricultural tribal villages usually provide sufficient access to land plots, 

more particularly lands under community tanks, with varying assurance in terms of water and fertile 

land, for each household within the clan-group. Thus, each member of a corporate group who is also an 

original contributor of labor for the clearing of forest as well as construction of tank bund, will be 

assured of a minimum subsistence and to avert possible risk of starvation over a full seasonal-cycle. In 

case the landholdings become uneconomical, the additional households will be accommodated under 

some other tank-irrigated area by providing land plot that the household entitled to. 

The role of customary rules, moral principles and norms must also be viewed against the 

socio-cultural backdrop of the community in question, since they constitute a powerful means of 

achieving public good or welfare arrangements. It is in this sense that the local moral systems or codes 

of conduct which emphasize altruism and respect for the hierarchy can be considered as a substitute for 

more coercive enforcement or for complex schemes of selective inducements and punishments 

(Platteau, J. Ph 1988). Considering tribal Gangaram, it is not surprising when a member of the local 

community had voluntarily gave up a major chunk of his farm land to pave the way for laying of a path 

in the village. Interestingly, the passage is originally meant for a secluded group of houses which 

belongs to a different clan-group from that of donor's but essentially a part of the local Koya tribe. 

Thus, the customs and codes of conduct in tribal societies are much more altruistic when compared to 

mostly reciprocal arrangements prevalent in agrarian villages in the plains. Theses traditional 

arrangements, however, are still observed in those tribal settlements situated in the deep forest area 

interior of the district and they were out of reach to the market-oriented demands and people from the 

plains. In these settlements, the production was purely on communal basis in the sense that till 1970s 

the local people did not know the institution of private property in land and ownership rights were 

vested with the local informal authority. It is only after Independence, with increasing expansion of the 

government activity and opening up of the preserved fragile areas to commercial interests and capital 

from the plains, the traditional environment of the indigenous tribe was brought under great pressure. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
From the above discussion and findings we infer the following conclusions: 

i) In spite of several pressures, the locally-evolved traditional CP institutions very much exists in 

numerous forms in agrarian societies and continue to be adopted in the present institutional structure. 

We have also seen how some customary laws are being religiously practiced by the local communities. 

These institutions are characterized by a variety of social arrangements which include CP institutions, 

exchange of labor, guaranteed access to vital resources or work opportunities, rent reductions at times 

of crop failure, patronage and kinship networks, sharing access to draught animals or rights of poor to 

glean and graze on the private fields and so on. 

But at the same time, these traditional institutions are not adequate enough to protect the 

people against many other constraints such as low incomes, natural resource dependency and abject 

poverty. Besides, customary institutions are not without problems as they may have lost some of their 

local authority and legitimacy. However, identifying the limitations of customary institutions should 

not result in those institution being disregarded. Rather, experience shows that those CP elements that 

are appropriate in contemporary circumstances should be retained, strengthened and provided legal 

recognition (Cousins, Ben 1993). 
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ii) The role of traditional institutions must also be viewed against the socio-cultural context of the 

localities in question. In the case of tribal villages, where such institutions are based on long-

established customary rules and practices which allows for flexibility in the allocation of access to 

resources according to the subsistence needs of the households. Inherently, the customs and codes of 

conduct in tribal communities are also much more elaborate and altruistic in nature when compared to 

the purely reciprocal arrangements prevalent in agrarian villages. It is in this context that moral systems 

and codes of conduct can be considered as a substitute for more coercive enforcement or for complex 

systems of selective inducements and punishments as a way to save CP. Therefore, experiential 

evidence from this work and other studies elsewhere refute the arguments put forward by collective 

action models which are pessimistic about the capability of community-based CP institutions and 

customary practices in providing public goods and in assisting self-provisioning village economy.    

iii) There has been a gradual erosion of many traditional CP institutions under the impact of 

commercialization of agriculture, population growth and ever-growing state intervention in to the 

hitherto preserved localities through various populist programs. Under the impact of above forces, 

‘when these institutions become ineffective in achieving their aims, when they are unable to withstand 

the new types of subsistence loss (on account of market-based and expensive inputs like seeds and 

water following latest farm technologies) or when they are not compatible with the accepted measure 

of economic development in rural localities, alternative mechanisms of social protection of new forms 

of livelihood security should be put into operation (Platteau, J. Ph 1988)’.    

iv) The scope of informal authority and its jurisdiction is directly related to net collective benefit for the 

user group or the entire community. The effectiveness of informal authority is much more in 

arrangements where the net collective benefit is substantial. This suggests that the user-communities 

will purposefully come closer to achieve intensely-felt needs which could not be achieved by 

individual efforts alone. The village-wide institutionalization, as in the case of common irrigators and 

common herdsman found to have an edge over sub-village or group-specific arrangements from the 

point of view of both conflict resolution and collective welfare. Hence, state policy has to be much 

more proactive and supportive of such informal arrangements, even if it means formal recognition that 

in turn strengthens the effectiveness of village-level institutions and ensure inclusive governance.     

v) Another important factor contributing to variations in the degree of informal arrangements seems to be 

the village-specific occupational opportunities within the localities. In those households in which wage 

employment outside the village economy is high, tend to have less participation in the management of 

village CPRs. This indicates that through a proactive state policy, the local jobless and underemployed 

could be mobilized and productively engaged in the maintenance of CPRs, resources so vital to the 

sustenance of village economy. Any development strategy or programs intended to ameliorate the lot of 

rural economy, the focus has to be CP-centered and holistic because these institutions even now play a 

major role in sustaining the village economy in terms of essential subsistence, supporting incomes and 

providing livelihood for most of the segments within localities the and benefits of which overweigh the 

advantages of many of the State-sponsored rural work and income generation programs.                              

(The author is grateful to D N Reddy and Jean Dreze for their support on the earlier phase of this work; and 

participants from the study region for their cooperation)     

Footnotes 

1. A theory of individual rational decisions taken under conditions of less than full information 

concerning the outcomes of those decisions. And prisoners' dilemma is an important example of Game 

Theory (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944) because it shows that contrary to the spirit of 

liberalism, individual pursuit of self-interest in this case leads to solution which is less satisfactory than 

a possible alternative. 

2. Studies show that the ‘tragedy of the commons’ has been used to describe such diverse problems as the 

Sahelian famine of the 1970s (Picardi and Seifert 1977), firewood crisis throughout the Third World 

(Norman 1984; Thomson1977), the problem of acid rain (R. Wilson 1985), the Organization of 

Mormon Church (Block and Baden 1977), the inability of the U.S. Congress to limit its capacity to 

overspend (Shepsle and Weingast 1984), Urban Crime (Neher 1978), Public sector/private sector 

relationships in modern economies (Scharpf 1985, 1987, 1988), the problem of international 

cooperation (Snidal 1985), and the Communal Conflict in Cyprus (Lumsen 1973). Most of the world is 

dependent on resources that are subject to the possibility of a tragedy of the commons. 

For a detailed discussion of some of these situations see Ostrom, Elinor (1990).    

3. This is evident from the studies like Iyengar, Kesava (1931).  

4. The local landlord managed all his cultivated land (nearly 1300 acres accounting for76 percent of total 

geographical area of the village) through 'gumastas' (servants). But the actual cultivation work is done 

by Bhagelas or bonded labor living in Nagaram and neighboring villages. This applies to all big 

Zamindars of Warangal district at the time.  
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5. In this village large-scale transfer of lands from small cultivators to the local landlords and others, is 

evident from the studies conducted during 1929-30 (Iyengar, Kesava 1931). The transfer were made 

through encroachments and mostly as a result of the alleged sale by ex-patwari (ex-village officer) and 

consequent occupation by the landlord. 

6. Uncultivated land allotted for cultivation to the weaker sections of the village. 

7. Claiming land revenue remission for crop damage, either due to excess or less rainfall or any other 

natural factors. 

8. Government loans advanced to farmers either for digging wells or for cultivation. 

9. After Independence in 1947, the Government of India abolished all the ownership rights to village 

tanks.  

10. For example, no elections were held for these local government bodies between 1970 and 1981. 

11. Source of information includes old village records and field study. 

12. Inam lands are exempt from the regular tax payments. 

13. This pattern of land use was then prevalent everywhere in the Warangal district during the Nizam 

period. This is evident from the studies like Iyengar, S. Kesava, (1931). 
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